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INVESTIGATION OF NOVEL ELECTRICAL TRANSPORT PHENOMENA
IN IN SEMIMETAL-SEMICONDUCTOR HETEROSTRUCTURES
Terty D. Golding and John Ia Miller, Jr.
Dqxwwm~e f Physics
Universit of Houston
A. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
The project involved an experiena investigation of the electrical transport
prperties ofsemimetal-sez-r-mcrmonuctorbaSedhezosnictrur anddvices. The structure
consisted of elemental (Sb) semimetals in combination with antimonide based Il-V
semiconductors (GaSb). The investigation of these novel semimetal-semiconductor
huctureswas motivated by their unique electronic properties and potential device
applications, including high conductivity interconnects, double-barrier semimetal-base
resonant tunneling transistors and naotuctures operating in the mesoscopic regime. The
sU 11ctures were syntheszed using molecular beam epitaxy, and their structural and electrical
tranisport properties were investigated.

B. SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT RESULTS
We investigted SbraSb heterounctions and multilayers, and demonstrated, for
the first time, the ability to synthesize such structures epitaxially. All structures were
grown by molecular beam epitaxy and migration enhanced epitaxy in a commercial (Riber
32) growth chamber, employing a standard Sb effusion cell and standard liquid-metal Ga
source. The substrates were nominally undoped (jp-type) GaSb(100), (11 1)A and (11 1)B
indium bonded to -- ydeu blocks.
Growth of Sb on GaSh for (100), (11 1)A, and (11 1)B orientations was
investigated. Prior to Sb deposition, a GaSb ho-moepiataial buffer was grown. Epitaxia
grwh of Sb on both GaSb(1 11)A and (11 1)B was successful, and was achieved by
incrasingte Sb reridence lifetime on the GaSb surface by lowering the temperature below
a nucleation teprtrTa(Jsb) (where JSb is the Sb flux) which we found to be
independent of growth orientation. For JSb employed in our study, T3i=2600C. Below this
tempersume diffraction rings indicative of poyrsaiegrowth were observed.
Our studies found that a slow finital growth rate, for which coidaonand
d *opto
are only slightly unbalanced, is a highly critical condition for epitay. For
example, if the surface concentration of Sb was increased rapidly, by cooling quicky

through T., then multiply oriented, three-dimensional growth occurred. However, a
sig cant finding was that Sb could be successfully nucleated below Ta if the GaSb
surface was not exposed to an Sb flux for a period of several seconds. Such results
suggest that the successful nuckation of Sb is quite dependent on the degree of Sb surface
coverage on the GaSb surface.
Having nucleated and grown epitaxial Sb at a fixed temperature, we found that
GaSb could be grown on the Sb epilayers at a temperature compatible with the Sb growth
using MEE. Upon initiating growth of GaSb, the streaked (lxl)Sb RHEED pattern
evolved into a pattern of Ixl wide streaks, with broad spots, indicative of a surface which

is rough on the order of a few monolayers. This pattern persisted throughout growth of
GaSb layers up to 0.3 Im thickness. A possible explanation of this roughness is the
presence of antiphase domains. Further studies are now underway to investigate the

necessary growth parameters for optimal stuctural properties.
X-ray diffraction scans were performed along the <10.L> direction of the reciprocal
lattice using a hexagonal coordinate system in which <001> is parallel to <11I> of the
cubic system. Figure I shows a scan obtained from a 2000 A GaSb epilayer grown on a
2500 A Sb epilayer. Reflection peaks at 107 and 10-8 for both Sb and GaSb are
observed. Scans of homoepitaxial GaSb exhibited, as expected, no peaks at 10.8. The
10X8 peak for GaSb in this structure is therefore interpeted as oginating fiom the
terminal GaSb epilayer. An off-axis scan confirmed that the Sb epilayer has a
rhom0bobedral structure and the in-plane lattice parameter for the Sb layer was found to
mach that of the GaSb in the (111) planem
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and nmolities obtained from a mixed conduction analysis of the field-dependent data. As
expected for =s-mmallic Sb, the low-temperaure n and p in Fig. 2 are equal and nearly
independent ofT. However, the densities obtained (-.Sx1019 cm- 3 ) are a factor of 2 larger
than those appqpriae for bulk SbI (see the arrow in the figure). The apparent decreases
(especially of ) at higher tempnratures should be viewed as an artifact, possibly related to a
thermal activation of the carriers into lower-mobility states which are less sensitively
probed by pv,(R) and p*(B) when B ! 7 T.
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The larse low-tempersture mobilities in Fig. 3 (> 3X104 cm2/V-s for both electrons
and holes) cofrm
6,m the high quality of the Sb epitaxy. While the mobilities at low T are
prokbabl limised by some foim of surface roughness scattering, a decrease due to phonon
tiameing begins at T-20 IL in the phonon regime, the slopes of AO() are quite simila to
the bulk dependences2s3 indicated by the curvus However, the epilayer mobilities lie
factors of 2-3 lower than the bulk values. The lower phonon-limited mobilities in Fig. 3
and the higher elctron and hole ccebios
in Fig. 2 imply that the band structure in
our epitaxial layers has been altered slightly from its bulk form, possibly due to stran
(which is expected to be small because of the close lattice match).
Summarizing. the S1/GaSb system has been proposed as a unique new material
which has significant potential for quantum transport studies, electronic devices,
incorporating semimetai/seniiconductor heterostructures, and for infrared optical and
nonlinear optical applications requiring an indirect narrow band-gap material. We have
demostrtedthe growth of both single SbIGaSb heteroepitaxial layers and elementary
GaSb/SW/GaSb mulilayer structures using MBE and UME on GaSb [111] substrates.
Magntotansort easremntshave yielded electron and hole mobilities in excess of
3X104 cmn2/Vs., which correspond to mean free paths of >2 pm for both carrier types.
Further studies ame curretly underway to characterize the transport and optical properties of
Sbrjaft multilayer structures.
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